Last Chance The Middle East
In The Balance
If you ally habit such a referred last chance the middle east in
the balance book that will allow you worth, acquire the agreed
best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are afterward launched, from best seller to
one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections last
chance the middle east in the balance that we will utterly offer. It
is not around the costs. Its virtually what you obsession currently.
This last chance the middle east in the balance, as one of the most
on the go sellers here will utterly be along with the best options
to review.

Values, Political Action, and
Change in the Middle East
and the Arab Spring Mansoor Moaddel 2017
Although many have tried, the
spontaneity of the Arab Spring
uprisings and the
unpredictability of its diverse
geographical outcomes have
resisted explanation. For social
scientists, part of the challenge
has been how to effectively
measure and analyze the
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empirical data, while another
obstacle has been a lack of
attention to the worldviews,
value orientations, and longterm concerns from the people
of the Middle East and North
Africa. In order to meet these
challenges head-on, Mansoor
Moaddel and Michele J.
Gelfand have assembled an
international team of experts to
explore and employ a new and
diverse set of frameworks in
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order to explain the dynamics
of cross-national variation,
values, political engagement,
morality, and development in
these regions. To this end, the
authors address a wide range
of questions, such as: To what
extent do recent events reflect
changes in values among the
Middle Eastern publics? Are
youth uniformly more
supportive of change than the
rest of the population? To what
extent are changes in values
connected to changes in
identities? How do we explain
the process of change in the
long term? As Moaddel and
Gelfand remark in their book's
introduction, "Our hope is that
this collective effort will not
only contribute to the
development of the social
sciences in the Middle East and
North Africa, but also to
practical political actions and
public policies that serve social
tolerance and harmony, peace,
and economic prosperity for
the people of the region."
Europe's Last Chance - Guy
Verhofstadt 2017-01-03
In the heart of Europe's
current crisis, one of the
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

continent's foremost statesmen
issues a clarion call to radically
remake the European Union in
the mold of the United States'
own federal government
Europe is caught in its greatest
crisis since the Second World
War. The catalog of ills seems
endless: an economic crisis
spread through most of
Europe's Mediterranean tier
that has crippled Greece and
driven a wedge between
northern and southern Europe;
terrorist attacks in Paris,
Cologne, Brussels, and Nice;
growing aggression from
Russia in Ukraine and the
Baltic states; and refugees
escaping war-torn neighbors.
The European Union's inability
to handle any of these disasters
was a driving factor in Great
Britain voting to leave, and
others may soon follow. The
result won't just be a continent
in turmoil, but also a serious
threat to American and British
security-the Atlantic, let alone
the Channel, simply isn't big
enough to keep European
troubles in Europe. For
everyone's sake, Europe must
survive. The question is how. In
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Europe's Last Chance, Guy
Verhofstadt-former prime
minister of Belgium and
current leader of the liberal
faction in the European
Parliament-provides the
essential framework for
understanding Europe today,
laying bare the absurdity of a
system in which each member
state can veto legislation, opt
in or out of the Euro, or close
borders on a whim. But
Verhofstadt does not just indict
the European Union, he also
offers a powerful vision for how
the continent can change for
the better. The key, argues
Verhofstadt, is to reform the
European Union along the lines
of America's federal
government: a United States of
Europe strong enough to stand
with the United States of
America in making a better,
safer world. A visionary book
from one of today's luminaries
of European leadership,
Europe's Last Chance is a
clarion call to save the
European Union, one of the
world's greatest chances for
peace and prosperity.
The Last Chance Collection last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Hope Ramsay 2015-05-19
In this special four-book
collection from bestselling
author Hope Ramsay, travel to
Last Chance, South Carolina,
where love is just around the
corner. . . Dear Reader, I've
owned the Cut 'n' Curl beauty
shop for years, and I've seen
folks come for a visit, then stay
for a lifetime. Yes, our town is
way off the beaten path, but
wonderful miracles happen a
lot around here-and they've
happened to all four of my
children! In Welcome to Last
Chance, you'll meet my son
Clay who, ever since he left his
country western band, has
been playing everything too
safe. But when he meets a
pretty firecracker of a girl
who's new in town, well, he
and Jane soon realize they're
singing the same tune. My
stock-car-driver son, Tulane,
comes back to town in Home at
Last Chance. And he's brought
a young lady by the name of
Sarah. She's just the sweetest
girl you could meet-but mark
my words, Sarah is tired of
being a good girl. And no one is
better at breaking the rules
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and raising Cain than my
Tulane. Growing up, my
beautiful daughter, Rocky,
wasn't much interested in the
local boys, but who'd have
thought she'd come home with
English royalty? In Last Chance
Beauty Queen, we meet Hugh,
who's classy and handsome-but
what do we know about him,
really? I'm going to get to the
bottom of everything, cause my
little girl deserves the best.
And at long last, my prayers
might just be answered for my
oldest boy, Stone! He's a
widower who raises his
daughters by himself but, in
Last Chance Christmas, he
meets a lovely girl named Lark.
It's clear Lark has been
through some trouble and
could use a place to finally call
home. I only hope Stone can let
go of his own past soon enough
to keep her. Listen to me,
going on and keeping
customers waiting. I best get
back to work, but next time
you're in Last Chance, be sure
to swing by. We've got hot
rollers, free coffee, and the
best gossip in town. See you
real soon, Ruby Rhodes
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Politics and Change in the
Middle East - Roy Andersen
2009
This long-time best-seller uses
a thematic, rather than
country-by-country, approach
to the region in an analysis that
is at once comprehensive and,
at the same time, does not
underestimate the intelligence
of the college audience. The
authors wrote this book
because there were no
introductory texts taking a
holistic perspective on the
region. This book employs a
multidisciplinary approach
(political science, economics,
history, anthropology) to
explain the current political
dynamics of the region. It
avoids a country-by-country
approach in favor of a thematic
approach that integrates
regional experiences into a
whole. Major themes include
political development,
economic development,
international relations, Islam mainstream and jihadist,
colonialism and postcolonialism; and recent
political changes, with
particular emphasis on the U.S.
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intervention in Iraq and the
rising interest in democracy
regionally.
The West's Last Chance Tony Blankely 2013-02-05
Blankley paints the picture of a
Europe in which radical Islam
is triumphant - a threat that
becomes more real with every
passing day. Blankley also
shows what the United States
must do to avoid the same fate.
Government and Politics of the
Contemporary Middle East Tareq Y Ismael 2015-10-05
This exciting new edition of the
successful textbook for
students of Middle Eastern
politics provides a highly
relevant and comprehensive
introduction to the
complexities of a region in
constant flux. Combining a
thematic framework for
examining patterns of politics
with individual chapters
dedicated to specific countries,
the book places the very latest
developments and longstanding issues within an
historical context, introducing
key concepts from comparative
politics to further explore the
interaction between Middle
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Eastern history and the
region’s contemporary political
development. Presenting
information in an accessible
and inclusive format, the book
offers: • Coverage of the
historical influence of
colonialism and major world
powers on the shaping of the
modern Middle East. • A
detailed examination of the
legacy of Islam. • Analysis of
the political and social aspects
of Middle Eastern life:
alienation between state and
society, poverty and social
inequality, ideological crises
and renewal. • Case studies on
countries in the Northern Belt
(Turkey and Iran); the Fertile
Crescent (Iraq, Syria and
Lebanon, Israel/Palestine); and
those West and East of the Red
Sea (Egypt and the members of
the Gulf Cooperation Council),
moving through an historical
examination to close analysis of
the most recent developments
and their political and social
impacts. • Extensive
pedagogical features, including
original maps and further
reading sections, provide
essential support for the
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reader. A key introductory text
for students of Middle Eastern
politics and history at advanced
undergraduate and
postgraduate levels, this new
edition has been extensively
updated to also become a
timely and significant
reference for policy-makers
and any motivated reader.
Last Chance Mustang Mitchell Bornstein 2015-06-23
Last Chance Mustang is the
story of Samson, a formerly
free-roaming, still wild-at-heart
American mustang that was
plucked from his mountainous
Nevada home and thrown into
the domestic horse world
where he was brutalized and
victimized. After years of
abuse, Samson had evolved
into a hateful and hated,
maladjusted beast until the day
he found his way to a rural
Illinois farm, an ill-equipped
owner, and one last chance.
Mitch Bornstein's task was to
tame the violent beast whose
best defense had become
offense. He had twenty years of
experience fixing unfixable
horses, but Samson would be
his greatest challenge.
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Through the pair's many
struggles and countless battles,
Samson would teach Mitch
about the true power of hope,
friendship, redemption and the
inspiring mettle of the forever
wild and free American
mustang. Last Chance Mustang
explains Samson's violent and
antisocial behavior while
addressing the remedial
techniques employed to
remedy these issues. The art of
working with damaged horses
is demystified. Though his
story is sad, the reader is asked
to respect Samson—not pity
him. He has good and bad
days, and he has a dark side.
Like all of us, Samson is far
from perfect. And his saga will
move the reader to both tears
and laughter. Part history
lesson, part training manual,
and part animal narrative,
Samson's is a story that all
readers will be able to relate
to: a story of survival, of trust,
and ultimately, finding love.
Last Chance Reunion - Liz
Isaacson 2022-05-23
Continue this contemporary
western clean romance series
with LAST CHANCE REUNION
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- a second chance romance
from USA Today Bestselling
Author Liz Isaacson! You'll get
later-in-life romance in every
book. Curvy heroines. And
sweet and swoony cowboys, all
with a Christian romance
theme! This book features an
army cowboy and his second
chance with the woman he
dated 20 years ago- read today!
An Army cowboy, the woman
he dated almost 20 years ago,
and their last chance at Last
Chance Ranch... Can Dave and
Sissy put aside hurt feelings
and make their second chance
romance work? Sissy Longston
has been the accountant at
Last Chance Ranch for over a
year now. She's been dating as
much as possible now that
she's decided her worldtraveling days are over and it's
time to settle down. She's not
having a lot of luck, and she's
started to wonder if she waited
too long to pursue marriage,
family, and the house with the
white picket fence. Her exfiancé, David Merrill, works at
the same ranch, and he's been
careful to make sure their
paths don't cross. But he's also
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

joined the Christian dating app
Sissy has, and they set up a
blind date not knowing they'll
be meeting the other for
dinner. So when Dave walks in
and sees Sissy, the woman who
gave back his diamond ring
eighteen years ago so she
could go to China, sitting at the
table, he thinks maybe God has
given them a second chance.
As they begin to re-discover
one another, they find all the
flames from their past still
burning brightly. But Sissy still
has some ghosts to face, and
Dave hasn't truly forgiven her
for walking out on him all those
years ago. Can they overcome
their personal obstacles in
order to find their happily-everafter at Last Chance Ranch?
Read the entire Last Chance
Ranch series by USA Today
bestselling author Liz Isaacson:
1. Last Chance Ranch opposites attract, later in life
romance, clean romance, sweet
romance, Christian romance,
curvy heroine, billionaire
cowboy 2. Last Chance Cowboy
- billionaire romance, enemies
to lovers romance, later in life
romance, clean romance, sweet
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romance, Christian romance,
curvy heroine 3. Last Chance
Wedding - fake marriage, fake
relationship, later in life
romance, clean romance, sweet
romance, Christian romance,
redemption romance, female
carpenter, curvy heroine 4.
Last Chance Reunion - second
chance romance, military hero,
curvy heroine, later in life
romance, clean romance, sweet
romance, Christian romance 5.
Last Chance Lake - country
music star cowboy, curvy
heroine, friends to lovers,
redemption romance, later in
life romance, clean romance,
sweet romance, Christian
romance 6. Last Chance
Christmas - holiday romance,
Christmas romance, curvy
heroine, friends to lovers,
workplace romance, office
romance, later in life romance,
clean romance, sweet romance,
Christian romance
Life as Politics - Asef Bayat
2013-05-01
Prior to 2011, popular
imagination perceived the
Muslim Middle East as
unchanging and unchangeable,
frozen in its own traditions and
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

history. In Life as Politics, Asef
Bayat argues that such
presumptions fail to recognize
the routine, yet important,
ways in which ordinary people
make meaningful change
through everyday actions. First
published just months before
the Arab Spring swept across
the region, this timely and
prophetic book sheds light on
the ongoing acts of protest,
practice, and direct daily
action. The second edition
includes three new chapters on
the Arab Spring and Iran's
Green Movement and is fully
updated to reflect recent
events. At heart, the book
remains a study of agency in
times of constraint. In addition
to ongoing protests, millions of
people across the Middle East
are effecting transformation
through the discovery and
creation of new social spaces
within which to make their
claims heard. This eye-opening
book makes an important
contribution to global debates
over the meaning of social
movements and the dynamics
of social change.
Last Chance for Baby - Julianna
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Morris 2014-06-15
To: Maggie, Sharon, Jen,
Lauren From: Julia Date: 1/02
RE: Due Date: 2 months Help! I
need advice on how to unseduce a sheik. Apparently my
brief affair with Sheik Raoul
Oman left a lasting impression
on him. And now that he's
working in our office, he seems
more determined than ever to
continue what we started. I've
tried to discourage him from
pursuing me—despite my heart
telling me not to—but nothing
has scared off the charming
sheik. Wonder what'll happen
when he finds out that I'm
pregnant…?
The Making the Modern
Middle East - T. G. Fraser
2014-07-15
A century ago, as World War I
got underway, the Middle East
was dominated, as it had been
for centuries, by the Ottoman
Empire. But by 1923, its
political shape had changed
beyond recognition, as the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire
and the insistent claims of Arab
and Turkish nationalism and
Zionism led to a redrawing of
borders and shuffling of
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

alliances—a transformation
whose consequences are still
felt today. This fully revised
and updated second edition of
Making the Modern Middle
East traces those changes and
the ensuing history of the
region through the rest of the
twentieth century and on to the
present. Focusing in particular
on three leaders—Emir Feisal,
Mustafa Kemal, and Chaim
Weizmann—the book offers a
clear, authoritative account of
the region seen from a
transnational perspective, one
that enables readers to
understand its complex history
and the way it affects presentday events.
Islamist Politics in the
Middle East - Samer Said
Shehata 2012
Annotation This volume
addresses a number of central
questions in the study of
Islamist politics in the Middle
East, focusing on the most
important and influential
Islamist movements. Chapters
by leading scholars in the field
reflect the diversity of Islamist
politics and address a number
of themes.
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Congressional Record - United
States. Congress 1958
The Congressional Record is
the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress
is in session. The
Congressional Record began
publication in 1873. Debates
for sessions prior to 1873 are
recorded in The Debates and
Proceedings in the Congress of
the United States (1789-1824),
the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe
(1833-1873)
The Vital Triangle - Jon B.
Alterman 2008
The United States has been
deeply involved in the Middle
East for more than a half
century and seized with
China's role in the world for a
similar period of time. Up to
now, the two issues have
remained distinct. Increasingly,
China's growing thirst for
energy has brought it to the
Middle East, where
governments are curious how
the growing superpower might
fit into their own strategic
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

understanding of the world.
China's increasing role in the
Middle East comes at a time
when the United States is itself
deeply enmeshed in the region,
setting up the possibility of
competition or even conflict
between the two great
powers.This volume explores
the complex interrelationships
among China, the United
States, and the Middle
East—what the authors call the
“vital triangle.” There is surely
much to be gained from
continuing the conventional
two-dimensional
analysis—China and the United
States, the United States and
the Middle East, and China and
the Middle East. Such
scholarship has a long history
and no doubt a long future. But
it is the three-dimensional
equation—which seeks to
understand the effects of the
China–Middle East relationship
on the United States, the
U.S.–Middle East relationship
on China, and the SinoAmerican relationship on the
Middle East—that draws the
authors' attention. This
approach captures the true
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dynamics of change in world
affairs and the spiraling up and
down of national interests.
Central to this analysis is a
belief that if any one of the
three sides of this triangular
relationship is unhappy, it has
the power to make the other
two unhappy as well. The
stakes and the intimacy of the
interrelationship highlight not
only the importance of
reaching accommodation, but
also the potential payoff of
agreement on common
purpose.
Politics of Social Change Manfred Halpern 2015-12-08
The author, analyzing major
social groups in this area,
treats particularly the "new
middle class," a group socially
isolated from the traditional
life of Islam and committed to a
wide-ranging modernizing
impulse. Originally published
in 1963. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again
make available previously outof-print books from the
distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

original texts of these
important books while
presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books
published by Princeton
University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Remembering Childhood in the
Middle East - Elizabeth
Warnock Fernea 2010-01-01
Growing up is a universal
experience, but the
particularities of homeland,
culture, ethnicity, religion,
family, and so on make every
childhood unique. To give
Western readers insight into
what growing up in the Middle
East was like in the twentieth
century, this book gathers
thirty-six original memoirs
written by Middle Eastern men
and women about their own
childhoods. Elizabeth Warnock
Fernea, a well-known writer of
books and documentary films
about women and the family in
the Middle East, has collected
stories of childhoods spent in
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Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Morocco, Palestine, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia,
and Turkey. The accounts span
the entire twentieth century, a
full range of ethnicities and
religions, and the social
spectrum from aristocracy to
peasantry. They are grouped
by eras, for which Fernea
provides a concise historical
sketch, and include a brief
biography of each contributor.
The introduction by
anthropologist Robert A.
Fernea sets the memoirs in the
larger context of Middle
Eastern life and culture. As a
collection, the memoirs offer
an unprecedented opportunity
to look at the same period in
history in the same region of
the world from a variety of very
different remembered
experiences. At times dramatic,
humorous, or tragic, and
always deeply felt, the memoirs
document the diversity and
richness of people's lives in the
modern Middle East.
Obama and the Middle East Fawaz A. Gerges 2012-05-22
A hard-hitting assessment of
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Obama's current foreign policy
and a sweeping look at the
future of the Middle East The
2011 Arab Spring upended the
status quo in the Middle East
and poses new challenges for
the United States. Here, Fawaz
Gerges, one of the world's top
Middle East scholars, delivers
a full picture of US relations
with the region. He reaches
back to the post-World War II
era to explain the issues that
have challenged the Obama
administration and examines
the president's responses, from
his negotiations with Israel and
Palestine to his drawdown from
Afghanistan and withdrawal
from Iraq. Evaluating the
president's engagement with
the Arab Spring, his decision to
order the death of Osama bin
Laden, his intervention in
Libya, his relations with Iran,
and other key policy matters,
Gerges highlights what must
change in order to improve US
outcomes in the region.
Gerges' conclusion is sobering:
the United States is near the
end of its moment in the
Middle East. The cynically
realist policy it has employed
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since World War II-continued
by the Obama administration-is at the root of current
bitterness and mistrust, and it
is time to remake American
foreign policy.
Islam and Democracy in the
Middle East - Larry Diamond
2003-08-07
Thirty articles reprinted from
issues of the Journal of
Democracy investigate why the
Middle East is the only region
of the world to have been
largely untouched by the third
wave of global
democratizations since 1974.
Political scientists, most from
or working in western
countries, look at such aspects
as the decline of pluralism in
Mubarak's Egypt, Iran's
remarkable election, and the
sources of enlightened Muslim
thought. Annotation ♭2004
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
Last Chance Bride - Hope
Ramsay 2012-09-04
"Last Chance captures the
essence of Southern charm and
quirkiness. I'm totally
captivated!" --- Sherryl Woods,
New York Times bestselling
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

author Dear Reader, My boy
Stone has always been the
quiet one in the family, but now
he's got the whole town
talking. He and his long-time
sweetheart Sharon are crazy
about each other, but suddenly
they can't see eye-to-eye on
their future. Sharon thought
they were going to go to
college, then get married. But
Stone had other plans--plans he
didn't share with anyone. So it
looks like our resident
matchmaker Miriam is going to
be wrong for the first time
ever. She swears Sharon and
Stone are true soul mates.
Well, I think between the
broken promises and Sharon's
meddling mother, these two
kids are going to need a
miracle to make it down the
aisle. . . There's Arlene-I just
need to finish her trim and
then I can head over to the
Watermelon Festival. Be sure
to stop back by the Cut 'n' Curl
for hot rollers, free coffee-and
the best gossip in town. See
you real soon, Ruby Rhodes
15,000 words
The Gulf Cooperation
Council States - Yousef
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Khalifa Al-Yousef 2017-02-27
Since the oil boom of the
1970s, the Gulf Cooperation
Council States have attempted
to achieve economic stability
and realise their development
goals. Such efforts have so far
been in vain, however, as these
states’ autocratic governments
have closed off their political
systems with the support of
international allies, especially
the United States. In this
timely and exhaustive analysis
of the political economies of
the GCC since the 1970s to the
present, Yousef Khalifa AlYousef examines the factors
responsible for the failure of
the states to achieve lasting
change in development and
security. Focusing on
institutional structures where
oil wealth has been confined to
the few, and the consequences
of failed legitimacy at home
that has led to dependence on
foreign powers, Al-Yousef
charts the consistent
disparities between
governance and the needs of
the local population, to the
detriment of genuine
development. Al-Yousef
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

concludes that the only way to
ensure stability and growth in
the region is to dismantle the
alliance of autocracy, oil and
foreign powers. Instead,
democracy and reform are key
to ensuring stability in the
region.
A Concise History of the
Arabs - John McHugo
2013-09-03
From Algeria and Libya to
Egypt and Syria, the Arab
world commands Western
headlines, even as its complex
politics and cultures elude the
grasp of most Western readers
and commentators. Perhaps no
other region is so closely linked
to contemporary U.S. foreign
policy, and nowhere else does
the unfolding of events have
such significant consequences
for America. A Concise History
of the Arabs argues that the
key to understanding the Arab
world today—and in the years
ahead—is unlocking its past.
John McHugo takes the reader
on a journey through the
political, social, and intellectual
history of the Arabs from the
Roman Empire right up to the
present day. His sweeping and
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fluent account describes in
vivid detail the mission of the
Prophet Muhammad, the
expansion of Islam, the origins
of Shiism, medieval and
modern conflicts, the fall of the
Ottoman Empire, the
interaction with Western ideas,
the struggle to escape foreign
domination, the rise of
Islamism, and the end of the
era of dictators. McHugo
reveals how the Arab world
came to have its present form,
why change was inevitable, and
what choices lie ahead
following the Arab Spring. This
deeply informed and accessible
account is the perfect entry
point for anyone seeking to
comprehend this vital part of
the world.
The Rancher takes his Last
Chance at Love - Shanae
Johnson 2020-11-17
A military hostage negotiator is
willing to pay any ransom to
win back the woman who
hijacked his heart. Russell
Hook has spent years talking
people down from bridges, men
out of suicide vests, and
insurgents into releasing
prisoners of war. But when it
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

comes to his own life, talks to
win back his estranged wife
have broken down. Admitting
defeat, Rusty finally signs the
divorce papers…only to have
his wife call him asking for a
favor. Since she was young,
Veronica Hook has hidden a
secret from her loved ones;
she’s a closet romance reader.
Now, she’s authored a romance
novel and wants the story out
in the world -under a pen
name, of course. The problem
is that to get the loan
necessary to cover the costs of
publishing her book, Ronnie
will need her estranged
husband’s help. However,
when Rusty makes a condition
of his signature on the loan
documents that she gives him
another chance, Ronnie is
backed into agreeing even
though she knows its a
pointless tactic. Or is it?
Ronnie’s certain she can guard
against Rusty’s negotiating
skills. Except for the fact that
the reality of her husband
starts to prove better than the
dream man she’s written on
the pages. As Rusty chips away
at Ronnie’s resolve, he realizes
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he’s lost the signed divorce
papers. When these two learn
what the other wrote down on
paper will it rip them apart? Or
will it put them back on the
same page?
The Last Ottoman
Generation and the Making
of the Modern Middle East Michael Provence 2017-08-18
A study of the period of armed
conflict following the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire in the
Middle East.
What Every American Should
Know About the Middle East Melissa Rossi 2008-12-30
The What Every American
Should Know series returns
with a timely guide to the
region Americans need to
understand the most (and know
the least) The latest edition of
Melissa Rossi's popular What
Every American Should Know
series gives a crash course on
one of the most complex and
important regions of the world.
In this comprehensive and
engaging reference book, Rossi
offers a clear analysis of the
issues playing out in the
Middle East, delving into each
country's history, politics,
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

economy, and religions. Having
traveled through the area over
the past year, she exposes
firsthand the U.S.'s geopolitical
moves and how our presence
has affected the region's
economic and political
development. Topics include: ·
Why Iran is viewed as a threat
by most Middle East countries ·
What resource is more
important than petroleum in
regional power plays · What's
really behind the fighting
between Sunni and Shia · How
Saudi Arabia inadvertently
feeds the violence in Iraq and
beyond · How monarchies like
those in Jordan and Qatar are
more open and progressive
than the so-called republics
With answers that will surprise
many Americans, and covering
a vast history and cultural
complexity that will fascinate
any student of the world, What
Every American Should Know
About the Middle East is a
must-read introduction to the
most critical region of the
twenty-first century.
Your Last Chance to Get It
Right! (A Journey from
Darkness into Light) - Alan
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W. Hayden 2016-04-18
Since antiquity, mankind has
been searching for God in all
the wrong places, which has
resulted in a world that is
tormented, driven by evil, and
out of control. In traveling the
globe, the author has
witnessed firsthand the misery,
squalor, and hopelessness of
people who are struggling to
find true meaning in their lives.
Billions of people are living in
darkness and ignorance
because they have never
known the peace and
tranquility of a personal, loving
relationship with the Lord,
Jesus Christ. The author
understands that trying to
explain love to someone who
has never been in love is not
easy. But, with a fervent desire,
the author attempts to show
nonbelievers the way with the
confidence that the Holy Spirit
will do the rest.
Conflict in the Modern
Middle East: An
Encyclopedia of Civil War,
Revolutions, and Regime
Change - Jonathan K. Zartman
2020-03-31
This book provides detailed
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

coverage of all the key conflictrelated developments since the
Arab Spring, a seminal event
that began in December 2010
and continues to have major
influence on events in the
Middle East, North Africa, and
beyond. This important
reference offers readers a
thorough understanding of the
nature of the various conflicts
that have erupted in the Middle
East and North Africa following
the Arab Spring. Clear and
concise explanations of
important concepts related to
Islam, ideology, and ethnicity
and the economic, social, and
cultural forces propelling
conflict and revolution in the
region will enable readers to
gain insight into key
developments there.
Biographical and
organizational profiles
combined with succinct
overviews of each country
provide a strong research
foundation for students. The
book offers detailed
descriptions of the minority
groups that have suffered
violence from both the
countries and the societies
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around them, sometimes
generating refugee flows that
engage neighboring states in
security issues. It also
discusses the role of women in
the region during these
turbulent times. Primary
source documents and a
chronology highlight political
struggles to reach durable
agreements and develop
institutions to meet basic
human needs in the modern
Middle East. Covers military,
political, and social topics
connected with modern conflict
in the Middle East in more than
200 A–Z entries Features
contributions from dozens of
distinguished scholars and
independent historians from a
variety of disciplines Includes
illuminating overview essays on
22 countries in the Middle East
and North Africa Supplements
entries with primary source
documents relevant to modern
conflict in the Middle East
The Final Call. Our Last
Chance to Save America! - Bill
Gaede 2008-03
If you, like the author, are
disgusted with politicians and
tired of business as usual in
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

Washington DC, read this book.
If you would like to get actively
involved in making a difference
that might actually benefit
America, read this book. If you
are a Christian or a
conservative or both, you will
likely enjoy this read. It
discusses the War on Terror,
abortion, education, solving the
political mess in Washington,
solving the immigration fiasco
and more. This is an equal
opportunity book, it skewers
politicians in both parties. Try
it, you'll like it!
Last Chance - David Gardner
2009-03-30
As Barack Obama seeks to
chart a new course in American
foreign policy, David Gardner
addresses the controversial but
urgent question: why is the
Middle East so dysfunctional?
And what can be done about it?
Clear-sighted and never
flinching from uncomfortable
truths, Gardner draws on his
acute grasp of history and
decades of experience covering
the region to look at why
conflict, despotism and
sectarianism continue to
flourish in the Arab world
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whilst they decline elsewhere.
The supposed 'Middle East
exception' is in fact, he argues,
a product of the West's own
making. By supporting tyrants,
fuelling the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and demonizing
democratically elected Islamist
parties, the West has incubated
a region inherently resistant to
economic and political reform,
and suppurating with
resentment. Timely and
insightful, Gardner makes the
case for a foreign policy
revolution for ntohing less than
a total reappraisal of what
realpolitik means.
The Vanishing - Janine di
Giovanni 2021-10
The Vanishing reveals the
plight and possible extinction
of Christian communities
across Syria, Egypt, Iraq,
Lebanon and Palestine after
2,000 years in their historical
homeland. Some of the
countries that first nurtured
and characterized Christianity along the North African Coast,
on the Euphrates and across
the Middle East and Arabia are the ones in which it is likely
to first go extinct. Christians
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

are already vanishing. We are
past the tipping point, now
tilted toward the end of
Christianity in its historical
homeland. Christians have fled
the lands where their prophets
wandered, where Jesus Christ
preached, where the great
Doctors and hierarchs of the
early church established the
doctrinal norms that would last
millennia. From Syria to Egypt,
the cities of northern Iraq to
the Gaza Strip, ancient
communities, the birthplaces of
prophets and saints, are losing
any living connection to the
religion that once was such a
characteristic feature of their
social and cultural lives. In The
Vanishing, Janine di Giovanni
has combined astonishing
journalistic work to discover
the last traces of small, hardy
communities where ancient
rituals are quietly preserved
amid 360 degree threats. Full
of faith and hope, di Giovanni's
riveting personal stories make
a unique act of prearchaeology- the last chance to
visit the living religion before
all that will be left are the
stones of the past.
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Shifting Sands - 2014-02-18
Joel S. Migdal revisits the
approach U.S. officials have
adopted toward the Middle
East since World War II, which
paid scant attention to tectonic
shifts in the region. After the
war, the United States did not
restrict its strategic model to
the Middle East. Beginning
with Harry S. Truman,
American presidents applied a
uniform strategy rooted in the
country's Cold War experience
in Europe to regions across the
globe, designed to project
America into nearly every
corner of the world while
limiting costs and overreach.
The approach was simple: find
a local power that could play
Great Britain's role in Europe
after the war, sharing the
burden of exercising power,
and establish a security
alliance along the lines of
NATO. Yet regional changes
following the creation of Israel,
the Free Officers Coup in
Egypt, the rise of Arab
nationalism from 1948 to 1952,
and, later, the Iranian
Revolution and the Egypt-Israel
peace treaty in 1979
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

complicated this project.
Migdal shows how insufficient
attention to these key
transformations led to a series
of missteps and misconceptions
in the twentieth century. With
the Arab uprisings of 2009
through 2011 prompting
another major shift, Migdal
sees an opportunity for the
United States to deploy a new,
more workable strategy, and
he concludes with a plan for
gaining a stable foothold in the
region.
A History of the Middle East Peter Mansfield 1991
"Explores two centuries of
history in the Middle East ... a
picture of the historical,
political, and social history ...
from Bonaparte's marauding
invasion of Egypt to the
dramatic expectations of the
1990s."--Publisher's
description.
Middle East Economic Survey 1990
Last Chance - David Gardner
2011-12-18
As Barack Obama seeks to
chart a new course in American
foreign policy, one of the
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English language media's most
respected authorities on the
Arab world, David Gardner,
addresses the controversial but
urgent question: why is the
Middle East so dysfunctional?
And what can be done about it?
Clear-sighted, never flinching
from unpalatable truths,
Gardner draws on his acute
grasp of history and decades of
experience covering the region
to look at why conflict,
despotism and sectarianism
continue to flourish in the Arab
world whilst as they decline
everywhere else. The 'Middle
East exception' is, he argues, a
product of the West's own
making. By supporting tyrants,
fuelling the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and demonizing
democratically elected Islamist
parties, the West in general but
specifically America has
incubated a region inherently
resistant to economic and
political reform, and
suppurating with resentment.
As the Obama administration
plans its Middle East policy,
Gardner argues for nothing
less than a total reappraisal of
what realpolitik means. The
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

traditional shibboleths: support
Israel, mollify the Saudis,
suppress Islamism, simply will
not do in the 21st century, he
argues. Both an introduction to
the modern Middle East and an
impassioned polemic, "Last
Chance" is essential reading
for anyone concerned with the
future of the region.
Climate Change in the
Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern Region - Walter Leal
Filho 2022-01-01
This book serves the purpose of
showcasing some of the works
in respect of applied research,
field projects, and best practice
to foster climate change
adaptation across the region.
Climate change is having a
much greater impact in the
Mediterranean than the global
average. In the Paris Climate
Agreement, the UN member
states pledged to stop global
warming at well below two
degrees, if possible at 1.5
degrees. This mark, which is
expected elsewhere only for
2030 to 2050, has already been
reached in the region. The
situation could worsen in the
coming years if the global
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community does not limit its
emissions. The above state of
affairs illustrates the need for a
better and more holistic
understanding of how climate
change affects countries in the
Mediterranean region on the
one hand, but also on the many
problems it faces on the other,
which prevent adaptation
efforts. There is also a
perceived need to showcase
successful examples of how to
duly address and manage the
many social, economic, and
political problems posed by
climate change in the region, in
order to replicate and even
upscale the successful
approaches used. It is against
this background that the book
"Climate Change in the
Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern Region" has been
produced. It contains papers
prepared by scholars,
practitioners, and members of
governmental agencies,
undertaking research and/or
executing climate change
projects, and working across
the region.
Lebanon after the Syrian
Withdrawal - Ohannes Geukjian
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

2016-11-10
Lebanon experienced serious
instability and ethno-national
conflict following the Syrian
withdrawal in 2005,
compounded by the Arab
Spring, which led to regional
instability and civil war in Iraq
and Syria. Why did
consociational democracy fail?
Was failure inevitable? What
impact could external powers
play in creating an
environment where
consociationalism might be
successfully implemented? This
book addresses these key
questions and provides a
comprehensive analysis of how
internal and external elite
relations influence the chances
of a successful regulation of
ethno-national conflict through
power-sharing. Exploring the
roles played by Syria, Qatar,
Iran, Saudi Arabia, the United
States and France, it argues
that external actors in the
Lebanese conflict largely
determined whether powersharing was successfully
established and shows that the
consociational democratic
model cannot provide long22/26
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term conflict regulation in their
absence. The author argues
that relationships between
internal and external actors
determine the prospects for
successful conflict regulation
and pinpoints the crucial role
of the external forces in the
creation of power-sharing
agreements in Lebanon
concluding that future success
is dependent on the
maintenance of positive,
exogenous pressures. This
book will be of key interest to
students and scholars studying
politics, international relations,
and Middle East studies.
The Middle East in Turmoil:
Conflict, Revolution, and
Change - William M. Habeeb
2012-02-14
From Islamic extremism in
Algeria to civil war in Iraq, this
volume provides in-depth
coverage of political and
cultural conflict in the Middle
East. • Supplies an
introductory chapter that
describes the critical factors
that have shaped Middle East
politics over the past half
century, providing a lead-in to
the complex discussions for
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

non-expert readers • Assesses
the potential sources of
internal conflicts and division
within individual countries or
subregions as well as its
external conflicts, thereby
identifying the links between
these internal and external
points of contention •
Specifically addresses Egypt,
the Gulf states, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, the Maghreb, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, and Yemen in
dedicated chapters •
Recognizes and explains the
prominent role of nonstate
actors—including national
liberation movements,
transnational political
movements, militant political
parties, and terrorist
organizations—and of foreign
powers in determining Middle
East politics
The New Middle East - Paul
Danahar 2013-08-15
In 2011 the Arab revolts
changed the Middle East
forever. The toppling of a
generation of dictators left the
region in turmoil. Has the
promise of the Arab Spring
been lost? What does the rise
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of religious extremism on
Europe's doorstep mean for the
West and its allies? Is America
giving up on the region and, if
so, who will lead the new
Middle East? Drawing on
compelling first-hand
reporting, a deep knowledge of
the region's history and access
to many of the key players,
BBC Bureau Chief Paul
Danahar lays bare the forces
that are shaping the region.
Now completely revised and
updated to include everything
that has happened in the
region since the book was first
published.
War and Conflict in the Middle
East and North Africa - Ariel I.
Ahram 2020-09-29
For much of the last half
century, the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) has
seemed the outlier in global
peace. Today Iraq, Libya,
Israel/Palestine, Yemen, and
Syria are not just countries, but
synonyms for prolonged and
brutal wars. But why is MENA
so exceptionally violent? More
importantly, can it change?
Exploring the causes and
consequences of wars and
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

conflicts in this troubled
region, Ariel Ahram helps
readers answer these
questions. In Part I, Ahram
shows how MENA’s conflicts
evolved with the formation of
its states. Violence varied from
civil wars and insurgencies to
traditional interstate conflicts
and affected some countries
more frequently than others.
The strategies rulers employed
to stay in power constrained
how they recruited, trained,
and equipped their armies.
Part II explores dynamics that
trap the region in conflict—oil
dependence, geopolitical
interference, and embedded
identity cleavages. The
catastrophic wars of the 2010s
reflect the confounding effects
of these traps, culminating in
state collapse and intervention
from the US and Russia, as
well as regional powers like
Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the
UAE. Finally, Ahram considers
the possibilities of peace,
highlighting the disjuncture
between local peacebuilding
and national and
internationally-backed
mediation. War and Conflict in
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the Middle East and North
Africa will be an essential
resource for students of peace
and security studies and MENA
politics, and anyone wanting to
move beyond headlines and
soundbites to understand the
historical and social roots of
MENA’s conflicts.
Losing the Long Game Philip H. Gordon 2020-10-06
Foreign Affairs Best of Books of
2021 "Book of the Week" on
Fareed Zakaria GPS Financial
Times Best Books of 2020 The
definitive account of how
regime change in the Middle
East has proven so tempting to
American policymakers for
decades—and why it always
seems to go wrong. "It's a firstrate work, intelligently
analyzing a complex issue, and
learning the right lessons from
history." —Fareed Zakaria
Since the end of World War II,
the United States has set out to
oust governments in the
Middle East on an average of
once per decade—in places as
diverse as Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan (twice), Egypt,
Libya, and Syria. The reasons
for these interventions have
last-chance-the-middle-east-in-the-balance

also been extremely diverse,
and the methods by which the
United States pursued regime
change have likewise been
highly varied, ranging from
diplomatic pressure alone to
outright military invasion and
occupation. What is common to
all the operations, however, is
that they failed to achieve their
ultimate goals, produced a
range of unintended and even
catastrophic consequences,
carried heavy financial and
human costs, and in many
cases left the countries in
question worse off than they
were before. Philip H. Gordon's
Losing the Long Game is a
thorough and riveting look at
the U.S. experience with
regime change over the past
seventy years, and an insider’s
view on U.S. policymaking in
the region at the highest levels.
It is the story of repeated U.S.
interventions in the region that
always started out with high
hopes and often the best of
intentions, but never turned
out well. No future discussion
of U.S. policy in the Middle
East will be complete without
taking into account the lessons
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of the past, especially at a time
of intense domestic
polarization and reckoning
with America's standing in
world.
Our Last Best Chance Abdullah II (King of Jordan)
2012-03
HRH King Abdullah was
schooled in America and at
Sandhurst and was heading for
a life as a career soldier, when
his father fell ill and he
unexpectedly inherited the
throne of Jordan. Fiercely loyal
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to his country but possessing
an outsider's perspective on
the political difficulties of the
region, King Abdullah has since
spent every effort to better
Jordan - improving their
economy, education and rights
for women - and find security
for his people and their
neighbours. In this seminal
work, he puts forward what
may be our best chance yet for
the most important issue in the
region - Israeli-Palestinian
peace.
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